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ABSTRACT: The paper analyses the design and the execution of the Catania’s XIX century levelling plan which
represented a deep changing both in the exterior and in the structural aspect of the historical buildings. As
well as in the other Italian cities at the beginning of the XIX century, also in Catania started out a vast debate
on the public health and the urban decorum. As consequence of the levelling a lot of problems and damages on the existing simple or monumental buildings arose, because, the previous ground floors were, to second of the cases, buried or elevated of some metres on respect the new street level. The paper try to understand the technical process used to execute both the street levelling and the correlated repairing works on
the front buildings and to evaluate if these latter could assume a relevance in nowadays seismic vulnerability
of the historical masonry buildings of the Catania centre.

INTRODUCTION
The process of urban renewal in Italy, which took place during the 19th century, was part of that vast movement in favour of public health that developed in Europe in the early 1800, when the first industrial towns
started to take form and the problem of environmental wholesomeness – especially in urban areas - became
patent (Dato, 1988).
The changes introduced ever since the early 19th century in this scenario within the city of Catania were motivated by the dreadful conditions of the road network, characterised by altimetric anomalies which made it
difficult even just to walk on it on a rainy day. Such condition was likely due in part to the way Catania was
rebuilt after the earthquake of 1693. The rigid road alignment set forth by the Camastrian plan was brutally
superimposed to an articulate natural morphology, which had been sensibly modified several times by Etna’s
lava flow, and to the stratifications of the ancient town, mainly present as ruins. (Nigrelli, 1992).
Due to the urgency of reconstruction, the roadways were made – at least as far as the main roads of the
alignment dictated by the Duke of Camastra were concerned – at constant levels, in spite of the discontinuity
in the elevation of the lava substratum, using - whenever necessary - the rubble of the buildings collapsed to
make up for anomalies. Yet, when the reconstruction phase came to an end and the town grew aware of its
form – suffice it to think of Sebastiano Ittar’s plan in 1832 – the issue of public roads’ propriety and functionality
was raised. And it was evident to local administrators that an intervention of street levelling was necessary,
along the road axes (Morello, 1996).
The implementation of such programme that involved, in over half a century, very large parts of the existing
town buildings and some expanding areas, has not yet been systematically investigated either in its administrative and economic or in its technical procedures. What is known about the outcome of the levelling intervention are the formal changes on the most prominent buildings of the current historic centre, where one can
trace an articulate landscape of accounts of the reworking carried out on buildings – civil and religious alike.
Such changes, directly identifiable on the sides facing the road, consist in the alteration of the proportions of
the layout of the facades and may be perceived, in general, as linguistic dissonances. In some unmistakable
cases, the levelling works have left the buildings suspended – like the church of Santa Teresa on via di Sangiuliano to which a double staircase, parallel and symmetrical to the façade axis, was added - in others they
have deeply changed the interior space arrangement – like the introduction of a round double-ramp stair-
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case inside the naves of many churches. The cause for a number of anomalies that may be found on the
buildings of Catania’s historic centre is to be sought within the changes introduced through the levelling works
(fig. 1).

Figure 1: Added staircases in the facades of churches to make up for the difference in height caused by the
lowering of streets level; (right) the Minoriti church in via Etnea clearly shows the signs of the portal’s traslation
downwards to adjust the entrance to the new street elevation.
This memory is an attempt – within the articulate context of such urban-wide change – to identify the modifications that may have an impact on the buildings’ seismic behaviour, and in order to do so, our cognitive
analysis has focused on the identification of the peculiarities that may be recognised in the structure of built
areas, monumental and minor alike. There are also widespread instances of foundation structures used to
lower the road elevation and kept on sight - like the traces of reworking on the existing masonry walls. Such
tangible signs supply valuable information that has been correlated in this study to that supplied by the documentation provided by the references and the archives.
PROJECTS AND CONSTRUCTIONS (1820-1879)
The operations of street levelling, initiated by the local administration, started from the city’s main thoroughfare, the Strada Stesicorea (now via Etnea), which had many non-paved sections and was characterised by
enormous slopes and steep grades. The first works were carried out starting from 1820 and continued on-off for
a decade among the numerous complaints of the inhabitants of the overlooking houses.
The first organic plan of street levelling to be put forward was the project designed in 1832 by the architect
Giuseppe Lanzerotti which set forth a change (the connection) in elevation of the whole alignment of the
Strada Stesicorea. Hamstrung by those citizens who were afraid their property could be damaged, the project
was only carried out at the crossroad between via Stesicorea and via Lincoln, that is at Quattro Cantoni (fig.
2).

Figure 2: The San Demetrio ai Quattro Cantoni Palace, before (left) and after (right) the levelling carried out in
1832-33.
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The settlement of the Strada Stesicorea
A second project for the strada Stesicorea was drawn up in 1857 by the municipal architect and engineer
Eligio Sciuto, but as soon as the works were started, already in 1862, the Construction Council realised that the
settlement intervention was characterised by unacceptable faults in terms of functionality and propriety.
As a matter of fact, the alignment elevations did not allow for a bottom-up perspective view of the road axis:
the street developed upwards from the sea towards the mountain until it reached piazza Stesicorea, then it
ran downwards until the Carmine crossroads before going up again.
The Construction Council set up a special committee – chaired by the engineer Ignazio Landolina – in order
to assess whether the configuration of those slopes should be maintained or the grades should be rectified.
The Committee’s analyses clearly show that the grade correction could be carried out in two ways: (i) by creating a single inclined plane, passing through the two edges – piazza Duomo at the bottom and the Carmine
at the top – and therefore lowering the street elevations by a maximum of 11 “palmi siciliani” (about 3.50 m),
or (ii) by attempting a smoother connection, using various broken planes but still inclined in the same direction
and thus decreasing the size of the necessary drop (about 2.20 m) (fig. 3).
In spite of the cost of such rectification works, in terms of money and damage caused to private buildings
alike, the municipal administration judged it necessary in order to improve the city road condition and urban
health. Therefore, in May 1862, Landolina was officially appointed to plan and supervise the street levelling
works on the Strada Stesicorea. The project motivations were efficiently summed up by Landolina himself in
the project report.
[…] The roadway of the strada Stesicorea, has now turned into very bad conditions […] since the old volcanic stones it is made of, […] have already lost their original shape, so as to present a broken and extremely polished surface that makes the passage of carriages and animals uncomfortable and often dangerous, and to collect rainwater falling on the roofs of the neighbouring buildings, as well as that coming
from the squares, streets and side alleys that slope downward towards said street. […] As a consequence,
when it rains, the volume is so considerably increased that it forms a stream which often occupies the whole
roadway, preventing pedestrians from going by, in spite of the iron bridges that have been installed as a
device.[…].
Even the existing pavements “[…] do not provide a comfortable way to pedestrians due to the continuous interruptions in terms of more or less sharp slopes in front of the alleys, the side streets and entrance doors.”
(Landolina, 1863).
The street levelling also allows for a reorganisation of infra-structural networks (water system and gas connection) and the architectural solution of the piazza Stesicoro converging with the salita dei Cappuccini.
The project was approved in spite of a petition protesting against it signed by hundreds of citizens worried
about the damage that would be certainly caused to the houses overlooking the road axis (THAC, 1862).

Figure 3: Section and plan of a section of via Etnea enclosed with Landolina’s project, 1862.
The overall levelling plan for the city of Catania
The levelling works on the strada Stesicorea-Etnea highlighted the need to connect the elevations of the
streets attached to the main road; of course they started from the major ones (via Lincoln, now Sangiuliano;
via Ferdinandea, now Garibaldi, via del Corso, now Vittorio Emanuele) where the works began virtually at the
same time as on the strada Stesicorea-Etnea.
In 1867 the Municipal Engineering Department was established, which, among other things, was to devise an
overall plan for the levelling works currently underway or already carried out on the town road network.
Such plan, drawn up by the engineers Pietro Beltrami, Ignazio Landolina and Mario Distefano and submitted in
1868, was aimed at adjusting the single interventions made in the past on the main roads, and designing those
required for secondary ones.
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The report illustrated the goals and the method used for designing said plan: “[…] Few of Europe’s major cities
present an overall levelling of their urban streets […] Only on this basis is it possible to implement a road construction programme to which the best hygienic and aesthetic conditions of a city are associated.[…]” (Landolina, Beltrami, Distefano, 1871).
A detailed altimetric survey was made, that showed the town’s actual situation: “[…] lying on the typical foot
of the Southern Etna slope, an alternation of mountain areas and apparently flat ground irregularly connected
to each other by nature and by man’s efforts, in an attempt to level a few chunks, so far without complying
with any overall programme. […]”. The city plan designed in 1832 by Sebastiano Ittar was used as a basis,
adding the new neighbourhoods of Villa Scabrosa and Carmine and making it 4 times bigger in order to easily
mark both the actual elevations and the project elevations.
The project elevations of the road longitudinal profiles were first studied using the system of constant levels, but
it was evident from the start that this was not feasible “[…] because Catania is a hilly town’ and ‘because the
continuity of important buildings represented an enormous obstacle […]”.
The use of inclined planes linked to one another was then experimented (the “spezzate livellette”, literally the
‘broken gradients’): this system enabled to solve of levelling in the vast majority of cases the issue “without
having to face the disgrace of counter-climbs and of counter-slopes” and “the physical effects of continuous
lines of vision was kept constant and finally the whimsical undulations of the basin surface on which Catania is
founded were corrected”.
The criterion adopted was therefore to try and avoid, whenever possible, both big rises and deep cuts “[…] in
the first case because the buildings’ ground floors would be buried […] thus greatly upsetting construction
rules”, in the second case for “[…] a better aesthetic and economic development of ground level buildings,
avoiding at the same time the need of further strengthening intervention on the buildings”.

Figure 4: Plan of Catania (by S. Ittar, 1833) indicating the road axes that were levelled.
Besides providing general criteria, the plan illustrates two issues that are strictly connected to the altimetric
change of road planes: the collection point of meteoric waters and the new road pavement to be laid down.
Finally, the plan supplies precise directions concerning road pavements. The paving stones would only be laid
down on the slightly sloping major roads; the size and processing of the stones are specified, based on reasons
of propriety, economy and functionality. The programme of road reorganisation, started with the works on via
Quattro Cantoni in 1833 (Spina, 2008), was brought to an end with its overall levelling plan, but as far as we
know today it is not clear yet to what degree it was carried out and to what extent this long transformation
process actually changed the town image on one side and the buildings’ stability on the other (fig. 4).
METHODS USED FOR STREET LEVELLING
As we have seen, the change in road elevations was carried out by cutting and filling. Of course the most
critical operation was street lowering, especially when a compact lava substratum was present. In these cases
the cut was carried out using moderately charged mines that caused the shear of the lava rock, subsequently
crushed into pieces using picks, mauls and piles, and finally removed (THAC, 1863).
As can be read in the documents kept in the archives, this technique caused considerable damage to the
buildings looking on the roads where street lowering was being carried out – due to the mines’ excessive
charge or to their being misplaced – hence the reason why it was replaced by hand undermining.
The intervention of street elevation rising – although it did not present problems concerning the physical damage of neighbouring buildings – brought about considerable changes mainly consisting of partial burying of
ground floors, which affected more or less heavily the possibility of using the rooms on the ground level and
the entrance hall-staircase system.
After excavation or filling operations, the new roadway surface was modelled in a convex shape to enable
the proper downflow of meteoric waters towards the side edges of the carriageway. Above that surface, a
lava stone roadbed was accurately laid down and fixed using mortar, making sure to fill the gaps using tiny
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stones and splinters. Such roadbed represented the support base for the pavement made of parallelepipedshaped lava stones laid down diagonally with respect to the road axis. Special care was given to maintaining
the convex shaping underlying the paved surface, using a wooden shape covered with iron foils. Pavements
and water canalization pipes were the other elements on which levelling was focused and carried out. Pavements were covered with re-used and reworked paving stones – sometimes those removed from the carriageway – and paying special attention to the slope in the trample surface and bevelling the roadsides towards the roadway, in order to enable smooth water flow towards the underground collection system through
the mouths located along the edge longitudinal lines of the carriageway, next to the pavements. The socalled ‘aqueduct’, consisting of two barrel-vaulted side conducts whose floor and walls were covered with
the paving stones previously removed, collected the waters coming from the whole road surface and from the
roofs of on-looking buildings (THAC, 1872).
CONSEQUENCES OF STREET LEVELLING ON THE BUILDINGS
The illustration of the changes caused to the buildings by the works related to the street levelling is based on
the documents kept in the Town Historic Archives of Catania; such documents mainly consist of damage appraisals relevant to private houses, drawn up between 1872 and 1880, which provide an account of how street
levelling operations caused countless damages to the buildings located on the streets involved, with subsequent judicial proceedings commenced by the owners against the Municipality of Catania to claim expenses
for consolidation and readjustment works. These appraisals represent an interesting source of information – including descriptions of the ‘site conditions’, projects of repair and refunctionalisation, economic appraisal of
the damage – and have allowed quite an articulate reconstruction of the changes. The interventions made
have subsequently been classified into several types, starting from the two general cases established in the
levelling plan: rising or lowering of street elevations.
Street level rising implied the need to create steps carved into the roadway and next to the building façade in
order to connect the new road plane to the original elevation of the ground floor rooms of said building; or to
raise, whenever possible, the trample surface elevation of ground floor rooms.
Street level lowering implied the need to make considerable adjustments in the distribution and in the structure, such as connecting the new road elevation and the previously existing one next to the entrance hall,
changing the original foundations and the need to make new foundation structures.
Street elevation rising and insertion of outside public steps
The street elevation rising intervention determined a partial ‘burying’ of buildings’ ground floors; one of the
commonly used interventions to make up for the elevation gap consisted in creating an alleyway or a ramp
leading from the original street elevation and the buildings’ ground floors up to the new street elevation.

Figure 5: Examples of street levelling through elevation rising by creating steps and alleyways starting to enter
pre-existing buildings.
In so doing, access to the building was guaranteed and no need for further interventions on the building itself
were required; yet, the value and propriety of the construction were certainly negatively affected.
This kind of intervention, made when elevation rise exceeded 1.50 m, may be identified in the urban fabric
both in major roads, like via di Sangiuliano in the section connecting the Quattro Cantoni up to the Benedettini, and in more out-of-the way streets, like the ones surrounding the church of S. Maria dell’Indirizzo (figure 5).
Street elevation rising and changes in onlooking buildings
Another intervention carried out in order to make up for the elevation gap due to street rising consisted in filling in the ground floor rooms and thus entailing a slight adjustment in the profile walls. The possibility of making
this type of intervention is linked to the presence of two factors at the same time: on one side, the limited degree of the rise required, and on the other the sufficient height of the ground floor. In this case, workshops’
trample surface rising was sometimes carried out with no alteration to the jambs and lintels of the openings
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facing the road, and any connection with the backshops, kept at the original elevation, was made by way of
a few steps. This type of intervention caused minor modifications to constructions and did not change their
economic value whatsoever.
Vice versa, if the elevation gap was considerable and, at the same time, the ground floor height was limited,
a heavy intervention was necessary in order to use the building. As a matter of fact, the remaining height of
the original ground floor was merged with the above floor in order to make a new ground level. This clearly entailed an alteration of the building structure of the existing building by demolishing the floors and moving the
openings, as well as re-adjusting the staircases to the new elevations between the two floors, thus entailing a
sensible decrease in the economic value of the property, whose first living floor was lost.
Street elevation lowering and changes in the onlooking buildings
The street lowering operation entailed on one side the need for more complex interventions with harmful effects on the buildings, on the other side it often brought about economically advantageous solutions for the
owners, who by readjusting their properties were able to create new living spaces, the value of which made
up for the construction expenses incurred. In particular, when the elevation lowering exceeded 2 m, a new
ground floor was created at street level after the lowering operations and the former ground floor was turned
into a new first living floor. It is easy to infer how the necessary operations to make this change on the whole
were quite demanding, from an economic and practical point of view alike.
The initial situation resulting from the street levelling was the exposure of foundations, which entailed the suspension of the ground floors entrance halls in the existing building, be they entrance doors to the workshops or
to the hall and stairs (fig. 6).

Figure 6: Outline of street elevation lowering works by adding a floor to the building facing the road (left) and
details of the new added floor (right).
One of the first interventions that were made on the building was underpinning. After suitably propping the
area, an excavation was carried out from the lower elevation of the existing foundations, about 2 m deep.
Underpinning was carried out, working on 1.50 m sections, using shapeless lava stone and lime mortar as thick
as the original foundation structure to which the underpinning was accurately toothed. Once this operation
was finished, the offset of the original foundation had to be cut, i.e. essentially the base portion of the building
wall, and then the internal elevation of the new ground rooms lowered, the openings facing the street were
adjusted and the excavations filled in, bringing back continuity to the public roadway.
At this point, the new floor between the first two levels was built, which de facto marked the end of structural
works; this floor was built on a grid made of iron bars where pumice rider arches and plaster were weaved,
completed by a layer of mortar and floor in terracotta tiles (THAC, 1871).
This intervention, which clearly enabled to double the useable surface of the ground floor, is easily recognizable to this day when examining the buildings’ façades. For instance, there are many foundation offsets on
the angles, and sometimes along the whole profile façade, thick offsets hidden by stringcourses can be seen
at the first floor level. Besides, the additional floor is made evident by the special organization of the vertical
alignments of the openings on the first two or three levels above ground, where both the limited height of the
first two floors and the peculiar layout of the stone elements that make up the door, window and balcony
structures may be noticed (fig. 7).
In some cases, when the elevation lowering made available usable heights for the creation of new floors, it
may be noticed that, on the contrary, buildings existing before the levelling have not been modified.
The reasons for this somewhat conservative choice lie in the presence of a compact lava substratum or, on
the opposite, of a poorly compact ground. In both cases, whereas the external excavation was carried out in
all cases together with interventions such as talus counter-walls, adding rooms from the bottom must have
seemed too complicated and hazardous. In such cases, or in the event of very limited lowering of the street
elevation, some external steps were added to the pre-existing profile in order to connect the new street elevation to the original entrance halls to the building ground floor.
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Figure 7: Project for a house profile façade to which a floor was added, 1877 (left) and detail of the most
common layout of openings deriving from the lowered street elevation (right)
An example of such method is represented by the façade on via Vittorio Emanuele (formerly via del Corso) of
the ex SS. Trinità Convent. Before the street levelling, the monastery complex featured shops with direct access
from the street, whereas the enclosure rooms, facing the courtyard, were separated from the former by a 1.25
m gap in elevation.

Figure 8: The SS. Trinità Convent on via Vittorio Emanuele, changes in the profile associated with the changes
in street elevations.
After levelling via del Corso, access to the shops and the entrance to the convent were about 2.50 m higher
that the new street elevation and, in order to make up for such gap, a stone balcony was added to the wall,
instead of taking advantage the opportunity to create new rooms on the ground floor (fig. 8). Other modifications associated with the change of the building use would further alter the profile replacing the external stairs
and gallery with a street elevation entrance created through excavation, in which a staircase was to be inserted (Speranza, 2008).
REMARKS ON AND IMPLICATIONS IN TERMS OF HISTORICAL BUILDINGS’ VULNERABILITY
The analysis of the complex levelling operation of the town of Catania carried out by critically examining both
municipal projects and the documents found in the archives and relevant to the modifications required for the
buildings onlooking the streets that were being levelled was functional to the identification of any vulnerabilityrelated issues not directly detectable on the historic constructions.
From this point of view, the documents kept in the archives have provided information that, although at the
time this research has been made must only be considered isolated and not exhaustive, give the cue for some
remarks and outline further lines of investigations.
From the information collected and above illustrated, it is clear that interventions of this kind may have introduced structural changes whose correctness and efficiency is linked to the single execution of the works; for
example, suffice it to think of the transformation from the original foundations to portions of the vertical structures, which has entailed an increased vertical slimness – caused by the decrease of the wall thickness/height
ratio – and which we may not consider corrected by placing the new intermediate floor, because the bound
it creates is linked to the weaving direction of structural elements and to the headpiece positioning on the
building walls. In addition, for example, one should think of the change in the route of vertical loads introduced by moving the openings and reducing or eliminating the horizontal restitching of the masonry above
the lintel elements.
A document dated 1880 reports the account of a building that ten years after the levelling showed signs of
decay, with the appearance of wide cracks and of major mechanisms proving the damage; this situation was
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due, according to the expert drawing up the appraisal, to the sinking of the foundation ground on which an
underpinning operation had already been carried out (Town Historic Archives, 1880).
All of this raises a few remarks on the actual quality of the interventions carried out, on the consequences they
had on the buildings, on the increased vulnerability and therefore the damage they may suffer in the event of
a further seismic event (Carocci-Indelicato, 2008).
CONCLUSIONS
This memory has analysed the projects and executions of street levelling in 19th century Catania in order to
highlight any signs of vulnerability introduced to the existing buildings by such modifications.
The analysis carried out has enabled to familiarize with the technical and operational methods used for the
street levelling, such as the details of urban planning works and the associated paving operations; in addition,
it has enabled to establish a distinction between the different types of modifications introduced in the buildings onlooking the streets involved in the levelling. The latter play a particularly meaningful role in today’s assessment of the seismic vulnerability of Catania’s historic centre.
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